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ESSENDINE VILLAGE HALL MEETING HELD ON  10TH JULY 2016 
 
 

M I N U T E S  
Present: Adele Stainsby (Chair) AS 
 John Saunders (Treasurer) JS 
 Bob Trickey BT 
 Linda Barker LB 
 Peter Foster PF 
 Rupert Elmore RE 
 Sue Cunnington (Secretary) SC 
   
1. Apologies:  There were no apologies received  
  ACTION 
2. Minutes of the last meeting and matters arising 

AS thanked everyone for their attendance.   Storage cupboard doors 
BT has had a look at the doors which can be reversed to open outwards. BT and RE to look at together as they are heavy.  
Therefore, the light switch can be left where it is.  Heaters 
BT still needs to have a look at the heaters to see if he can make something to go over the controls to stop hirers tampering with 
them.   All other matters arising will be discussed under this meeting’s 
agenda items.  Everyone was happy that the minutes were an accurate record of 
the last meeting. Proposed by JS and seconded by LB  

   
 BT/RE 
   

 BT 
   
  
   

   
3. Treasurers report JS handed out the accounts to 10th July 2016. Receipts for private lettings are down by 19% but from other 

organisations it is up by 12%. There have been an increased number of hiring’s from Band practices recently. Recent events: Queen’s 90th birthday party - we used alcohol from 
stock and covered our costs and made a small surplus. There is a wedding party booked in September so our stock again 
will be used.   Payments include a small wage increase for the caretaker, roof 
insulation (capital expenditure) and back door repairs (maintenance).  
The electric bill is high and will increase over the cold months ahead.  
BT raised the question about insurance, as the Parish Council has blanket insurance for the Hall. JS advised that there is 
approximately one year left on the current contract, so the policies can be compared at some point in order to save in the future. 
 

  
  

   
4. Caretaker’s report/bookings Bin store 

Slats on the wooden bin store have been broken by neighbourhood 
children. RE has spoken to the children and will fix the slats.  

  
RE 
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Window blinds 
LB advised that someone has cut some slats on one of the window blinds. AS will have a look. 
 Window left open 
LB also advised that open of the windows had been left open and it was because the catch is broken and not locating.  
 Chairs 
The chairs in the back cupboard constantly need restacking.  
 Kitchen hatch doors 
PF advised that he had fixed the restrainers for the hatch doors.   

  AS 
  
  

 

5. Hall update  Roof leak 
AS advised that she has contacted the roofer who has come to look at the roof.  
He has confirmed that there are no pin prick holes in the glass fibre and just puts the leak down to freak weather.  
He is happy to be called back out at any time if needed.  Heaters  
AS proposed the purchase of 3 air curtain heaters to boost the Hall temperature in the chilly months.  
Each heater will cost £171.57 + VAT.  Proposed by AS. Seconded by JS and agreed by all.  External grounds tidy 
The grounds tidy up was successful. Thanks also to Andy Fenn for 
his tree cutting. SC will post photos to the website.  
 Internal decoration 
The main corridor needs doing first. 
 Blown window panes 
LB still needs to count the number of panes that need replacing. AS will approach Welland windows for a quote to bring to the next meeting.  
 

   
  
   
  
  
   
 SC 
   
  

LB AS 

   
 6. Future events Queen’s 90th birthday  

A family party was held to celebrate the Queen’s 90th birthday on Saturday 25th June. Those that attended enjoyed the evening. Due to the weather conditions it was decided to hold the party inside 
and therefore the bouncy castle was cancelled.  The pizzas went down well and there were no complaints about 
prices for the evening.   Halloween 
SC asked whether we will be providing children’s entertainment again this year for Halloween. LB will check with the local mums 
whether it will be so popular this year, as it will fall on a Monday and it is thought that it will be a school night as half term is the week before.  
 New Year’s Eve party 
The committee will not be hosting a New Year’s Eve party this year. Any private party applications will be considered.   

 
   
  
   
  
  LB 
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7. Any other 
business 

Karate group - AS 
AS advised that the regular Friday night booking for the Karate group has now been cancelled. They will now be meeting at Ryhall 
Village Hall. This was due to a disagreement over a double booking with a private party on 26 June.   Food hygiene inspection – AS 
As also advised that there may be an inspection of the quality of 
our premises to give us a government rating. Notice to inspect will have to be given.   Website – JS 
JS asked whether the website is to be updated. AS confirmed that 
she has had training to update the calendar and will email some recent photo’s to SC to upload.   Hall hire policy - BT 
BT asked whether AS had revamped the hire agreement. AS will 
forward to SC to upload to the website.   Outstanding jobs – RE 
RE advised that the heater timer had not been working. He will have a look. 
AS also asked if RE could strim around the fence when the grass is next cut.  
 

 
  

   
  
   
  

AS   
  

AS   
  

RE 

   
8. Date of the next meeting Tuesday 20th September from 6pm Venue: Adele’s house 

 
  

   
 


